PRODUCTIVITY AT ITS BEST.
Experience the new 200 litre ride-on floor scrubber.
B 200 R Bp DOSE with a cleaning width of 1100mm.
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Suction power.
Brush speed.
Cleaning agent dosing unit.
Driving speed.
Approval for operators with a yellow key.
Approval
Switch-off delay for turbines and brushes.
Selection, battery type.
Selection,

RIDE-ON SCRUBBER DRIERS

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

With / without automatic
Kärcher Fleet

tank rinsing

Working lights
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CONFIGURE YOUR VERY OWN B 200 R MACHINE
So that we can offer you the perfect machine for your needs, the B 200 R is available in different working widths, with disc or roller
brushes and matching squeegee. You choose precisely the features you need for your purpose of use.
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Automatic tank rinsing system
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Home Base

With the automatic tank rinsing system, a fresh water hose is connected with

Additional cleaning utensils can be carried on board the machine, even

a conventional hose connector. Splash water is completely avoided.

the B 200 R, thanks to the Kärcher Home Base Kit. It enables bottles, bags,
cloths and even a mop to be easily carried.
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Kärcher Fleet

Our web-based fleet management system gives you an overview of all
important parameters of each individual machine – in real time. This means
that you are always informed and can react faster and more effectively to
unforeseen events.

